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An Eye is Upon You
Free Mason symbolism - The Total Integrated Global Surveillance Network
How do the "Ionospheric Heaters" such as those based in Alaska, Puerto Rico, Colorado, and Brazil
image the Earth in astronomically small detail? From now on I will call the Ionospheric Heaters,
Ground Based Imaging and Directed Energy Systems.
Once again the Devil of Destruction (DoD) has purposefully misnamed these systems to mislead the
public and congress as to their real uses and intentions.
By using the concave mirror effect of the reflection off the Earth's upper atmosphere, these giant
phased arrays can see the smallest energy anywhere within their purview and direct the energy the
back the same way. These directed energy phased array systems are often many miles wide. Imagine
what one would see if the sky were a giant mirror.
It would amplify points on Earth like a cosmetic mirror does for your face. Now add another lens, like a
telescope and you can see even more microscopic elements.
And like what had to be done to fix the Hubble Telescope with a misshapen lens, the imperfections of
the atmosphere can be compensated for to get a clearer picture.
Directing energy to a spot on Earth would be like focusing a magnifying glass on an ant to burn it with
the sun's energy. The people look like ants to these dishonorable insignificant men playing god at a
distance.

To instinctively get a sense of what one would see if they had an eye ball as big as the HAARP array
and could see electromagnetic waves in the HF through UHF range, let's look up at the ionospheric
mirror.
We can see almost % of the way around the world in any direction and because of our huge eye and
the magnifying effect of the mirror, we can see microscopic properties only limited in spacial resolution
by the highest frequency that we can see but only limited in the energy resolution by the sensitivity 1
and noise filtering algorithms.
If there was a person at the point of observation looking back through a telescope, assuming that
visible light reflected off the ionosphere, he would see a giant eye looking back at him. So this
ionospheric mirror is very important to the death machine. Finding ways to shake, distort, heat, ripple
or disrupt it so they can't continue operating the virtual hell they have built, would be a good goal for
the humans.
{ Show ray tracing image of sky as mirroring earth }
The ionosphere starts at 50km and extends to 650km above the Earth. There are several layers and
each layer has plasma or ionized air that reflect and refract the signals from a vertically pointed
RADAR known as an ionosonde also a major part of the so called,
1 - The sensitivity is probably at the limit of measurable quanta of energy. See the calculation in the
chapter "Black Sciences" for just one small SQUD transformer. A couple mile wide field of connected
antennas would perform even better. The Signal to Noise ratio ultimately determines their ability to
see and direct energy at people's body tissues and nervous system.
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{Show map of range of known directed energy field arrays and power levels based on total internal
reflection and overlap of other directed energy fields at different common RADAR wavelengths}

Resolving Power of the Ground to Ionosphere to Ground Telescopes, aka directed energy and Earth
imaging systems.
{put formula for Resolving Power based on size of phased array field "lens" and wavelength then add
the magnification factor from the concavity of the Earth's atmosphere}

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)
This is the secret sauce that the conspiracy kills to keep secret.
Notice that there are no ESR machines in hospitals. Why? Because it would become immediately
obvious how easy it is to read body electricity from RADAR, i.e. brain waves at a distance. The basic
concept is simple and very analogous to the way Magnetic Resonance Imaging works.
It works on manipulating spin and gyro frequency of electrons.

{picture of out of sync electron frequencies and synchronized gyro frequency}

If only 5% of the country were smartest enough to understand this basic physics, we wouldn't be so
easily manipulated by the disinformation agents that say brain waves can't be read by radar imaging
fields or that neurotransmitter release can't be modulated by timed electromagnetic fields.
If the people of this country want to be free again, they need only to understand these simple physical
truths and that shall set them free from the alien psychological and psychotronic enslavement.
It isn't an accident that the United States is at the bottom of the first world countries in terms of math
and science education.
Electron Spin Polarity Resonance (EPR)
In this imaging technique the spin polarity is measured by flipping it which adds or subtracts energy
from the system.
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Energy must be conserved so a photon is given off if it goes to a lower energy spin state. It is "heated"
during the movement to a higher energy state prepping it for a synchronized transition back to a lower
energy state. The body's electricity is modulated into delayed state transitions because of the local
electric field variations.
This return signal is processed and the very high signal to noise EEG patterns are extracted. The
sensitivity is truly "science fiction" like. Even a single nerve or neuron firing can be picked up
individually.
This gives new meaning to Signal Intelligence.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
very similar to the way magnetic imaging works with the spin of the nuclei of atoms with their magnetic
moments.
{picture of MRI synchronized nuclei rotations} Need E and B fields.
Traditional RADAR bounce
Imaging "scalar" or interferometric stealth radar
So in order that academics and commercial industries don't accidentally discover how much
surveillance the militia does on them and so that the energy from RADAR does less damage to
human tissues and the environment, the clever and unintuitive concept of doubling the power to the
area under surveillance was born as stealth RADAR.
If two or more beams such as pulses from the Alaskan and Puerto Rican imagers converge on an
area in the continental US, the beams would either double in intensity (constructive interference) or
cancel completely (destructive interference) depending if the waves were 0 degrees or 180 degrees
out of phase from one another.
The beams or wavefronts bounce off the area under surveillance undetectable by an observer at the
point of interest.
The wave fronts don't just stop they continue from their reflected and scattered trajectories to be
collected by any type of sensor once the wave fronts have moved out of each other's cancelling
beams which exists as a "scalar field" or slangly termed "gravity waves". In addition, the scatter
stealth radar would make it appear like "free energy" 2 was coming from nowhere due to the
microscopic differences in scattering angles.
This is the so called psychic energy that seems to emanate from people. This is what powers Col.
Thomas Bearden's so called "free energy" machines.
The "free energy" machines are just harnessing the power of the destructive fringe of the powerful
stealth scatter radars. Col. Bearden claimed a 75 Watt free energy device; I heard that there was 30
Watts of scatter field energy from a human body, that's pretty close. What he is actually building is a
scalar or gravity wave detector. Interesting how he funded this research through a company that
claims other mechanisms of action.
Is this considered black budget funding? I wonder what his investors think?

{diagram of scatter energy and beam cancelling fields}

2 - Tesla's Free Energy is a scam that corrupt colonels have been promoting to cover up stealth
scatter radar that is controlling, spying on, and killing Americans and world citizens. Quite a military
coup indeed! Instigating wars and hiding amongst the good citizens of this country like cowards. You
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can see why the Kennedy family has been a target of the military. They are a politically powerful
family and if they found out about the plot like John F. Kennedy did, they could instigate a revolution to
win back constitutional control of our country.
Millimeter wave, Infra-red and Visible Wavelength Satellite Imaging
This topic is self explanatory. Everyone has seen the incredible detailed infrared imaging capabilities
of the military. They can see heat signatures through walls.
What do haunted houses, ghosts, alien abductions, and the Bermuda Triangle have in common?
Remember how the air becomes electrified before a haunting by the appearance of a poltergeist in
movies inspired by this weapons testing on the public? We've busted our ghost in the machine!
Remember how planes would be downed in the Bermuda Triangle because their compass needles
and instruments would go haywire?
Those were directed energy attacks from the Puerto Rico Radar field built in 1959.
Remember all the shows about cars stalling and radio stations flipping right before an alien abduction
scenario? These are all the same RADAR tricks but with varying degrees of lethality. These tricks are
all done by the same technology and the usual criminals in the bowls of the beast.
Who gave the chimps the gun? Who are the chimps' handlers? They are the high traitors and should
be hung according to the law of the land for training the chimps to attack their own country and
provoke wars around the world.
The cost in terms of human misery for maintaining such a large killing machine is far too great, just so
insecure, frightened Americans can delude themselves into safety. (See the section on the probability
of being killed by the US machine vs. foreign governments, terrorists, sharks, or lightening).
The war machine that is supposed to make people safe is statistically their biggest threat. Ignorance
may be bliss, but what you don't know can hurt you.
Van Eck Hacking Hacking the human brain
Computer hackers are always finding ways to zombify as many machines as they can.
This means that they find a way to hack into your system and install remote control software of some
sort. The Military's programs, called Zombie I-V, were similar in goal. They wanted to be able to hack
into people's minds and create remote controlled zombies.
They succeeded over 30 years ago and the technology is now close to perfected. There is a stalking
phenomenon occurring in America and around the world. Read "Terrorist Stalking in America" for
another perspective. There are three kinds of stalkers one of which have been released by the
freedom of information act documents that describe government stalking programs, or goon squads as
they are called in slang.
CIA and other agencies training their employees for intimidation tactics abroad and in the US are one
form of the members of terrorist stalking gangs.
The CIA has used these tactics to help overthrow governments and intimidate leaders of other
countries many times in history. The second purpose is to play into society's programming that people
who think government agents are following them are crazy. Discrediting an individual threw mud
slinging, black mail, or erratic behavior has been a high priority documented skill for these agencies.
The other two types of stalkers are more dopes and victims of zombification.
The global system, TAMI, can hone in on a compatible mind and instantly be able to manipulate it to
some varying degree dependent upon many factors.
The offense practices their trade by influencing people near a targeted individual to convey
information only pertinent to them, for spy games. These people are everyday citizens unfamiliar with
this high technology. The effects are so subtle without lots of training to detect, nobody would be the
wiser. They would at most just question why they did that or felt the need to say that.
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The third category of stalkers is the most disturbing.
True zombies are created through the "voice of god" microwave hearing effects. Some people
become complete believers that God is talking to them and telling them what to do, be it follow
someone or kill on command. John Lennon's killer claimed voices kept saying "do it, do it" over and
over again. TAMI came on line in 1976, and John Lennon was killed in 1980.
The culture around those people in the US that are stalked, tortured, intimidated, or harassed by
federal agencies can be funny at times.
The stalkers that are practicing their childish cloak and dagger games, targeted individuals call
"Zombiloids", a new US agent slur derived from the secret "Zombie" programs and "Mongaloid", since
the term "spook" has been overused.
Monitoring of Life Signs and Psychic Star Wars Defenses
So almost every human is monitored and tracked by various integrated technologies.
One justification for TAMI is that a global system to monitor everyone is necessary to alert the military
in case of a psychic war and protect the leaders from electromagnetic influence. But of course in
reality it is used for the exact opposite purpose.
Uniqueness of heartbeat and breathing patterns (list patents).

Other Star Wars Directed Energy Weapons Plans
I have seen plans for electromagnetic rail guns for launching projectiles in space at other satellites.
They use superconducting high powered magnets to accelerate projectiles faster than bullets.
Imaging the brain and other Earth objects
From my protected sources I have seen, brain images derived from the TAMI system.
I was not told how they were produced but I can reverse engineer some possibilities given what I
know about surveillance capabilities. Using cognitive modeling techniques, one could construct a PET
or functional MRI like image showing brain activity simply using the phase, amplitude, and frequency
information from mind reading RADAR.
A spectral image could be constructed based on models of brain function and an electron spin
resonance topographical head map.
Since the brain activity is precisely known, it could be rendered and displayed in a 3-D image. Other
methods might include using sub-millimeter or Terahertz wave length RADAR or Earth Gauss
MRI/ESR techniques. Incredible that this can all be done with a constellation of spy satellites or
ground based phased arrays.
In medicine one technique is called computed tomography or CAT scan which use x-rays to obtain
image data from different angles around the body and then uses computer processing of the
information to show a cross-section of body tissues and organs. X-rays are not used for obvious
health reasons by the equivalent RADAR imaging but any or all wavelengths under the visible
spectrum can be used to obtain a very good image of a person.
The infamous HAARP phased array that stretches across Alaska is capable of Earth penetrating
tomography.
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Pictures of my soul's container.
I have a friend who is a Radiologist. He stuck me in an MRI machine to produce a screen saver while
he was doing rounds before we went out drinking.
I think I got a clean bill of health because after reviewing the MRI slices he comments,
"I am astonished at how unremarkable your brain is!" My response, "Don't judge a mind by its
container."
Please take time to review the appendix.
There is a document on imaging meteors the size of baseballs with the Puerto Rico phased array
Radar grid using scatter radar and ion spectra absorption, called "The Head Echo" effect.
You'll understand the relevance.

U.S. embassy in Moscow
So here is what the U.S. learned from the Russian bombardment of the U.S. embassy with
microwaves in Moscow after many years.
By heterodyning two powerful beams of microwaves where one beam mostly cancels out the effect of
the other at the location of interest, you will have a near "scalar" radar beam almost undetectable
because of the low intensity readings.
The low intensity microwaves still interact with the environment and bounce back to their origination.
The original beams were very high intensity. So what this does is creates a method of amplifying the
signal to noise ratio. It allows high powered signals to bounce off surfaces with a minimal reaction to
objects.
At the receivers, it can then be amplified with a clean signal.
This is the secret to mind reading RADAR.
A Typical Directed Energy "Haunting "
The arrows represent the exact points in the audio frequency domain where a target always hears the
beginning of a phoneme of a syllable of a word.
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This is a pitch (EAC) analysis of the white noise of a scanner during a severe voice to skull attack on
a victim.
Disclaimer: It is illegal to modify scanners to view military frequencies. All scanners are disabled in
certain frequency ranges for "National Security" reasons. So we used body resonance frequencies
just above the military bands when collecting our data. OK?
God forbid that people have a right to defend themselves to see what energy frequencies are being
used to attack and kill them.
Although difficult to see in this shrunken image, the target can hear the same speech each and every
time the sound is played. At the arrows, the government torture victim hears the syllables of the
words. Everyone else hears pure noise. The word syllables and cadence that the target hears can be
viewed in the broadband energy spectrum, however to the naked ear it can't be heard.
Some energy changes are picked up by this simple power spectrum audio analysis.

Here is the same “white noise” at a different scale in the power spectrum with edge detection applied.
The rectangular areas are where the victim hears syllables of words again. Highlights include what
look like 10 bands and Formant voice patterns.

This is the amplitude phase encoding of the "noise", another method mentioned by both the Stocklin
patent and Malech patent. It appears amplitude, and pulse frequency modulated.
Listen to the noise. You can't hear these features. If this is the deterministic broadband noise
encoding plus the electromagnetic head resonance technology of the CIA for "word choice" it is indeed
cleverly hidden and specific to individuals.
Observe the lower frequency broadband energy jumps that can't be heard if you have an equalizer on
your mp3 player.

While the audio analysis is inconclusive without high end military
grade digital oscilloscopes and the expertise to reverse engineer
the CIA "word choice" technology, other basic tests were more than
obvious.
During the attacks, the entire scanner spectrum up to 850 Mhz
became this white noise and no other signals could be picked up. The target's body electricity when
measured by several volt meters went from 10mV to over 0.3V.
Compass needles deflected by 20 degrees from magnetic north and the video camera microchip
sensor (CCD charge coupled device) became ionized and all the video became overly bright and color
distorted. I did not have wireless EEG equipment at the time of these tests, but the neurological
effects on a targeted individual again were beyond doubt.
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The directed energy "hauntings" are pretty common now and I quit following the US military random
attacks on people until I acquire the appropriate equipment to do the more sophisticated signal
processing.

Methods of encrypted signaling
The single gigahertz pulse through wall radar can be extended as a very covert method of messaging
to a specific location.
Using geographically dispersed transceivers, a signal stream can be encrypted, broken up and then
divvied out to the broadcasting stations (via satellites or ground based).
The message is secured by both being encrypted and fragmented on their way to each station.
The stations each broadcast with precise timing so that the pulses arrive in the correct order at only
one triangulated point. Interception of the stream anywhere else will render the encrypted stream
garbled and the bits out of order. I'll leave it as an exercise for the cryptologist at the top universities to
devise an algorithm for deciphering one of these interceptions.
You can imagine that precise psychotronic signal injection in conjunction with ultra wideband,
frequency hopping or deterministic broadband noise could be done in a similar manner to create a low
probability of interception 3 and detection method.
Porter Goss you disappoint us all,
You have the power to stop this with just one call,
You shame Hotchkiss and the public with your lies,
Torture is a common practice covered-up with bazaar suicides,
You were entrusted with power,
But failed many of us in the last hour.
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